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Abstract—A channel allocation algorithm includes a channel
acquisition algorithm and a channel selection algorithm. Most of
the previous work concentrates on the channel selection algorithm
since early channel acquisition algorithms are centralized and
rely on a mobile switching center (MSC) to accomplish channel
acquisition. Recently, distributed channel acquisition algorithms
have received considerable attention due to their high reliability
and scalability. However, in these algorithms, a borrower needs
to consult with its interference neighbors in order to borrow a
channel. Thus, the borrower fails to borrow channels when it
cannot communicate with any interference neighbor. In real-life
networks, under heavy traffic load, a cell has a large probability
to experience an intermittent network congestion or even a
communication link failure. In existing distributed algorithms,
since a cell has to consult with a large number of interference
neighbors to borrow a channel, the failure rate will be much
higher under heavy traffic load. Therefore, previous distributed
channel allocation algorithms are not suitable for real-life networks. In this paper, we first propose a fault-tolerant channel
acquisition algorithm which tolerates communication link failures
and node (MH or MSS) failures. Then, we present a channel
selection algorithm and integrate it into the distributed acquisition
algorithm. Detailed simulation experiments are carried out in
order to evaluate our proposed methodology. Simulation results
show that our algorithm significantly reduces the failure rate
under network congestion, communication link failures, and
node failures compared to nonfault-tolerant channel allocation
algorithms. Moreover, our algorithm has low message overhead
compared to known distributed channel allocation algorithms,
and outperforms them in terms of failure rate under uniform as
well as nonuniform traffic distribution.
Index Terms—Cellular networks, channel borrowing, distributed channel allocation, fault-tolerance, handoff.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

ELLULAR communication networks divide a geographical area into smaller regions, called cells [11]. Each cell
has a mobile support station (MSS) and a number of mobile
hosts (MH’s). To establish a communication session (or a call),
an MH sends a request to the MSS in its cell. The session is
supported if a wireless channel can be allocated for the communication between the MH and the MSS. Since frequency spectrum available for civilian use is limited, the frequency channels have to be reused as much as possible in order to support
the increasing demand for wireless communication. However,
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two different cells cannot use the same channel if their geographic distance is less than a threshold called the minimum
[1], [17], because the commuchannel reuse distance
nication sessions would interfere with each other. The interferare cells whose geographic distance
ence neighbors of a cell
is less than
.
from
A channel is available for a cell if its use in the cell does not
interfere with others. When a cell needs a channel, it acquires
an available channel using a channel allocation algorithm. A
channel allocation algorithm includes two parts: a channel
acquisition algorithm and a channel selection algorithm. The
channel acquisition algorithm is responsible for collecting
information from other cells and making sure that two cells
do not use the same channel. The channel selection
within
algorithm is responsible for choosing a channel from a large
number of available channels in order to achieve better channel
reuse. The performance of a channel allocation algorithm is
measured by the failure rate [1]. A call is said to have failed if
there is no available channel when the call is being set up or
when it is being handed over to another cell.
Channel selection algorithms [4], [9], [11]–[14], [18], [22]
have been an active research topic for the last 30 years. However, most of these algorithms, which are referred to as centralized channel acquisition algorithms, rely on a mobile switching
center (MSC) to accomplish channel acquisition. More specifically, each cell notifies the MSC when it acquires or releases
a channel so that the MSC knows which channels are available
in each cell at any time and assigns channels to requesting cells
accordingly. Obviously, the centralized approach has low reliability and scalability.
Recently, distributed channel acquisition algorithms [8], [19]
have received considerable attention because of their high reliability and scalability. In this approach, an MSS communicates with other MSS’s directly to find the available channels
and to guarantee that the channel assignment does not interfere
with other cells. In general, there are two approaches in distributed channel acquisition algorithms: Search [19] and Update
[8]. In the search approach [19], when a cell needs a channel, it
searches all interference neighbors to find the set of currently
available channels and then picks one according to the underlying channel selection strategy. In the update approach [8], a
cell maintains information about available channels. When a
cell needs a channel, it selects an available channel according
to the underlying channel selection strategy and consults with
its interference neighbors whether it can acquire the selected
channel. Also, a cell informs its interference neighbors each
time it acquires or releases a channel so that each cell always
knows the available channels of its interference neighbors.
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Both approaches require the borrower to wait for the
acknowledgments from its interference neighbors. Thus, a
borrower cannot borrow a channel when it cannot communicate
with anyone of them. Moreover, since many communication
sessions such as handoff, audio, and video have time constraints, a long communication delay due to network congestion
has the same effect as a communication link failures or node
(MH or MSS) failures, where the borrower may fail to borrow
a channel even though its neighbors still have many available
channels. In real-life networks, under heavy traffic load, a cell
has a large probability to experience an intermittent network
congestion, a communication link failure, or a node failure. In
these approaches [8], [19], since a cell has to consult with a
large number of interference neighbors to borrow a channel,
the failure rate will be much higher under heavy traffic load.
Therefore, these approaches may not be suitable for real-life
networks.
In this paper, we propose a fault-tolerant channel acquisition algorithm which tolerates communication link failures and
node (MH or MSS) failures. In the proposed algorithm, the borrower does not need to receive a response from every interference neighbor. It only needs to receive responses from a small
portion of them. Thus, as long as the borrower can communicate with a small portion of its interference neighbors, it can
borrow channels from them. We also present a channel selection algorithm and integrate it into the distributed channel acquisition algorithm. Detailed simulation experiments are carried out to evaluate our proposed methodology. Simulation results show that our algorithm significantly reduces the failure
rate under network congestion, communication link failures,
and node failures compared to nonfault-tolerant channel allocation algorithms. Besides providing fault-tolerance, our algorithm reduces the message overhead compared to known distributed channel allocation algorithms, and outperforms them in
terms of failure rate under uniform as well as nonuniform traffic
distribution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system model. In Section III, we propose a
fault-tolerant channel acquisition algorithm, give correctness
proofs, and propose some recovery techniques. Section IV
presents a channel selection algorithm and integrates it into the
distributed channel acquisition algorithm. Simulation results
are presented in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In cellular networks, a geographical area is divided into
hexagonal cells [11]. Each cell is supported by an MSS in the
center (we use the terms cell and MSS interchangeably). The
MSS’s are connected to each other by a static wired network.
A node (MH or MSS) may either crash or fail to send or receive messages. Communication links may fail by crashing or
by failing to deliver messages. Combinations of such failures
may lead to partition failures [6], where nodes in a partition may
communicate with each other, but no communication can occur
between nodes in different partitions.
To establish a communication session (or a call), an MH has
to send a request to the MSS in its cell. The session is admitted
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Fig. 1. An optimal partition.

if a wireless channel can be allocated for supporting the communication between the MH and the MSS. Two cells can use
the same channel only when the geographic distance between
; otherwise, their commuthem is no less than a threshold
nication sessions interfere with each other, which is referred to
as channel interference.
Definition 1: Given a cell , the set of interference neigh, is
bors of , denoted by

As shown in Fig. 1,
is the cell radius,
is the
minimum channel reuse distance. If a fourth-power law
attenuation is assumed [1], [16], the signal to interference
. With
ratio is given by
,
dB, which is a reasonable
, the channel reuse factor
value in practice. With
. From Fig. 1, we can see that the
channels are divided into nine groups (from to ). Practical
range from 3 (
cell radii)
values [10] of
). For example, in Advanced Mobile
to 21 (
when omnidirectional
Phone Systems (AMPS) [6],
when
directional antennas are
antennas are used;
used. In IS-136 (North American Cellular System Based on
when the system is
Time Division Multiple Access),
directional antennas. To simplify the presentation
using
(especially the figure and the resource planning), we choose
. Also,
is in the practical value range, and has
been used by many previous works [1], [8].
1) Resource Planning Model: Most channel selection strategies require a priori knowledge of the channel status in order to
achieve better channel reuse. For instance, in the channel borrowing strategies [9], [13], [17], each cell is allocated a set of
“nominal” channels beforehand; in the geometric strategy [1],
each cell must know its “first-choice” channels prior to any
channel acquisition. We call the process of assigning special
status to channels as resource planning [7], [8]. The following
is a resource planning strategy which has three rules.
1) Partition the set of all cells into a number of disjoint sub, such that any two cells in the
sets,
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same subset are separated by at least a distance of
.
Accordingly, partition the set of all channels into dis.
joint subsets:
are primary
2) The channels in
channels of cells in , and secondary channels of cells
.
in
3) A cell requests a secondary channel only when no primary
channel is available.
is a primary (secFor convenience, we say that a cell
ondary) cell of a channel if and only if is a primary (secare primary cells
ondary) channel of . Thus, the cells in
and secondary cells of the channels in
of the channels in
.
and a channel
, the
Definition 2: For a cell
,
interference primary cells of relative to , denoted by
are the cells which are primary cells of and interference neigh.
is also referred to
bors of ; i.e.,
relative to .
as an interference partition subset of
In order to achieve better channel reuse, each subset
should contain as many cells as possible. Then, should be as
small as possible. How to partition the cells is orthogonal to
our discussion, but we require that the partition satisfies the
following two properties, which have been proved to be the
necessary conditions for any optimal partition method in [7]
and [8].
Property 1:

Property 2:

Property 1 is obvious. Property 2 is explained as follows: asis an interference neighbor of ; if
and
sume a cell
request the same channel , they have at least one common cell
which is an interference primary cell of .
Fig. 1 shows one partition, which divides the cells into nine
. Cells in
subsets
can use the same channel without interference. If two interferand
request a primary channel of a
ence neighbors
, they have a common interference primary cell
.
cell in
Since the distance between any two nearest cells in a subset is
, it is an optimal partition in the sense that each
exactly
channel is maximally reused by its neighbors.
2) Handoff and Intrahandoff: An MH may cross the
boundary between two cells while being active. When this
occurs, the necessary state information must be transferred
from its previous MSS to the MSS in the destination cell. This
process is known as handoff (or interhandoff) [16]. During a
handoff, the MH releases the currently used channel and is
assigned a new channel by the destination MSS.
To achieve better channel reuse, intrahandoff (or a channel
switch) may be necessary [2], [8]. In an intrahandoff operation, an MH releases its currently used channel and is assigned a
new channel within the same cell. The motivation behind intrahandoff can be explained by an example. In Fig. 1, suppose cell
borrows a channel
from
and assigns it to a mobile

host
. Cells
,
,
, and
cannot use channel
due to interference. If a call in
terminates and a primary
is released, an intrahandoff from
to
by
channel
improves channel reuse since
can be reused by four other
,
,
, and
. A drawback of intrahandoff is of
cells
course the overhead. Fortunately, most of the channel selection
strategies do not require a large number of intrahandoffs [2], [8].
Thus, intrahandoffs may be necessary for better channel reuse.
III. A FAULT-TOLERANT CHANNEL ACQUISITION ALGORITHM
In the proposed channel acquisition algorithm, the borrower
communicates with its interference neighbors to borrow a
channel. Based on Property 2, when any two interference cells
request the same channel , they have at least one common
cell which is an interference primary cell of . Note that an
interference primary cell of is one element of the interference
partition subset relative to . If a cell gets permissions from all
cells in an interference partition subset relative to channel , it
can borrow channel without interfering other cells. Since the
borrower only needs to receive responses from all cells in an
interference partition subset rather than from all interference
neighbors, the algorithm is fault-tolerant.
A. The Channel Acquisition Algorithm
In our distributed fault-tolerant channel acquisition algoneeds a channel, it does the following.
rithm, when a cell
If it has an available primary channel , it marks as a used
changes to
channel and uses immediately; otherwise,
.
search mode and sends a request message to each cell in
receives the request from , if
is not in
When a cell
is in search mode but
’s request has
search mode or
sends a reply message
higher timestamp [15] than ’s,
which appends the information about its used channels to
; otherwise,
defers the reply (similar to [20]). After the
or the
borrower has received reply messages from cells in
timer timeouts, the borrower computes the available channels
and picks one according to the underlying channel selection
algorithm. The borrower has to confirm the selected channel
with the lenders, since a lender may assign that channel to a
new call immediately after it sends out a reply message. If each
lender responds with an agree message, the borrower can use
the borrowed channel; otherwise, it picks another available
channel and confirms again. If there is no available channel left,
the call request is failed. After a channel has been borrowed,
the lender marks the channel as an interference channel, and
will not use it until it is returned by all borrowers.
A formal description of the algorithm is given in Fig. 2. Two
types of control messages are used to acquire the information
on available channels: request and reply. If two or more cells
in each other’s interference neighbors request the same channel
concurrently, a conflict arises. If there is no conflict, three types
of messages are exchanged among MSS’s to confirm or return
a channel: confirm, agree, and release. If there is a conflict, two
additional messages are needed: abort and conditional_agree.
1) Conflict Resolution: In the proposed algorithm, control
messages are timestamped using Lamport’s clock [15] to
determine the request priorities. The solution to conflicts is
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Fig. 2. The channel acquisition algorithm.

shown in Step D.3. By maintaining
and
, a
never grants concurrent requests for the same channel
cell
. In other words, if two cells, which
from cells within
, request the same
are separated by a distance less than
channel, they will not receive agree messages from the same
interference primary cell.
Besides conflict resolution, the adoption of conditional_agree messages can also avoid wasting available
channels, which can be explained by an example. In Fig. 1, asand
concurrently request channels. Suppose
sume that
’s request has smaller timestamp. If there is one common
,
,
, and
,
,
,
available channel in
, and
are interference primary cells of relative to
and
; i.e.,
.
’s request arrives at
,
, and
earlier than
If
’s request, but arrives at
later than
’s request,
,
,
, or
cannot send agree messages to both
and
due to the possibility of an interference. Without the
and
cannot
use of conditional_agree messages, both
use channel . With the help of conditional_agree messages,
gets agree messages from
,
, and
, and
after
, it can acquire . Note that
a conditional_agree from
cannot acquire since
rejects its request.
2) Fault-Tolerance: In the proposed algorithm, a borrower
does not need to receive a response from every interference
neighbor. It only needs to receive a response from each cell in
an interference partition subset as long as there is one common
available channel among them. Based on Property 2, any two interference cells have at least one common interference primary
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cell of a channel. Also, the common interference primary cell
never replies an agree message to more than one cell requesting
the same channel. Thus, channel interference is avoided.
Since the number of cells in an interference partition subset
is far less than the number of interference neighbors, our algorithm tolerates node failures and communication link failures. For example, in a typical cellular network model with
, the number of interference neighbors of a cell
is 30, and the number of interference primary neighbors of a cell
is 3 or 4. In the best case, a cell can still borrow channels even
though it cannot communicate with as many as
(i.e.,
%) of its interference neighbors. In the worst
case, even though a cell cannot communicate with as many as
(i.e.,
%) of its interference neighbors,
cells,
it can still communicate with the remaining
which includes all cells (at most 4) of an interference partition
subset. If there are common available channels among cells in
this interference partition subset, the cell can borrow these available channels.
3) Outdated Messages: Due to communication link failure
or network congestion, messages such as reply, agree, and conditional_agree may arrive at a cell after the cell has finished the
channel acquisition process. We call these messages outdated
messages. Outdated messages must be identified and discarded;
may
otherwise, two cells separated by a distance less than
use the same channel, and then interfere with each other. In order
to identify outdated messages, when a cell receives a message,
such as reply, agree or conditional_agree, it compares the timestamp of the received message with that of its own request message. If the received message has a small timestamp compared
to its own request, it is an outdated message. If a cell is not in
the process of channel acquisition, all received reply, agree, and
conditional_agree are outdated messages.
4) The Timer: Timers are used in our algorithm to deal
with MSS or communication link failures. The selection of the
timeout value affects the system performance. If the timeout
value is too large, a handoff may be dropped due to the long
delay. If the timeout period is too small, there may be less
opportunity for the channel selection algorithm to choose
a channel which can maximize channel reuse. The timeout
value also depends on the applications. For example, a handoff
request can tolerate much less delay than a new call request.
. For simSuppose the time limit to borrow a channel is
. Under network congestion,
plicity, we set the timer to
communication link failures or MSS failures, the borrower waits
for receiving the reply messages, and another
for receiving the confirm responses. We do not set a different
timeout value for the confirm responses due to the following
reason. A borrower only sends the confirm messages to cells
from which it has received the reply messages. Since the failure
time interval is very low, the
probability during this
borrower has a large probability to receive the agree messages
from the lenders.
There are some other possible approaches. For example, there
can be a timer for each round of confirm processes, so that the
borrower can select another channel if a conflict or failure occurs during the confirming process. For simplicity, we use one
time period in our algorithm.
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5) The Acquisition Delay: The acquisition delay is the time
required for an MSS to borrow a channel. In our algorithm,
when some cells suffer from network congestion, a cell can
still borrow channels from cells that are not experiencing network congestion, and hence our algorithm has low acquisition
delay. Also, the acquisition delay deadline can be guaranteed
by the timer. However, if a cell suffering from network congestion needs to borrow a channel, it is very likely to experience
a long acquisition delay. Even in this situation, our algorithm
still has shorter delay compared to nonfault-tolerant algorithms
since our algorithm does not need to wait for the response messages from the cells suffering from network congestion.
Since the fault-tolerant algorithm needs two rounds of message exchanges to borrow a channel, the acquisition delay is
, where is the one way communication delay. Recently,
we proposed an efficient channel allocation algorithm [3] which
.
can further reduce the channel acquisition delay to almost
However, the algorithm [3] is not fault-tolerant. Moreover, the
borrower requires to receive the reply message from each interference neighbor, and the acquisition delay should be twice the
maximum communication delay from the borrower to any of its
. In the fault-tolerant
interference neighbor, denoted by
algorithm, the borrower only needs to receive reply messages
from each cell in an interference partition subset, and the acquisition delay should be four times the minimum communication delay from the borrower to cells in an interference partition
. Although
most of the
subset, denoted by
under network congestion. How to reduce
time,
the acquisition delay of our fault-tolerant channel allocation algorithm still needs further investigation. Since fault-tolerance is
the major concern of this paper, we will not discuss the acquisition delay further.
B. Correctness Proof
Theorem 1: The distributed channel acquisition algorithm
ensures that a cell and its interference neighbors do not use the
same channel concurrently.
and
Proof: Assume to the contrary that two cells
are using the same channel at the same time.
Since the distance between two primary cells is at least
(Property 1),
and
cannot both be the primary cells of the
channel . Hence, at least one of them is a secondary cell of .
Case 1:

Case 1.1:

Case 1.2:

Case 2:

is a primary cell of and
is a secondary
. There are two
cell of . Then
possibilities.
receives ’s request after its own request. To
adds channel to
(Step A). When
use ,
receives ’s reply
,
according to Step C.1. Then
cannot acquire
.
receives ’s request before its own request.
is an interference channel when
starts the
will not acquire .
request (Step D.1), and
is a primary cell channel of and
is a
secondary cell of . Similar to Case 1.

Case 3:

Case 3.1:

Case 3.2:

Both
and
are secondary cells of . Ac.
cording to Property 2,
Without loss of generality, we assume that ’s
request has a small timestamp compared to ’s
finally acquires , it must have
request. If
received an agree message from a neighboring
. There are
primary cell
receives
two possibilities depending on when
’s request:
receives ’s request after it sends agree to
. According to Step D.1 or D.3,
adds
to
. When
receives ’s request,
. Then, when
receives reply
from ,
according
according to Step
to Step B.
cannot acquire .
C.1. Thus,
receives ’s request before it sends agree
. When
receives
to . Then
’s confirm, if
,
, and then
can not get an
(Step D.3). If
, we
agree from
have
. Since
’s request has larger
responses with
timestamp than ’s request,
a reject to ’s confirm (Step D.3). Hence,
cannot acquire .

Theorem 2: The channel acquisition algorithm is deadlock
free.
Proof: In the channel acquisition algorithm, an MSS receiving a request responds immediately by a reply. An MSS
receiving a confirm also responds immediately by an agree, a
conditional_agree, or a reject. A borrowing MSS uses a timer
to make sure that it will not wait forever. Hence, our algorithm
is deadlock free.
C. Failure Recovery
Even though our channel acquisition algorithm is fault-tolerant, fast recovery techniques can significantly reduce the
failure rate. Hence, we briefly describe how the algorithm can
recover from failures.
1) MH Failures: When an MH fails in the middle of a
communication session, the session is terminated. Hence, the
channel that was being used for the communication session is
no longer in use. The corresponding MSS detects the failure of
the MH in its cell and deletes the channel from its . Thus, as
far as the channel allocation is concerned, the failure of an MH
is conceptually handled in the same way as the completion of a
communication session.
2) MSS Failures: We assume that MSS failures are fail-stop
fails, all the communication
in nature. When an MSS, say
sessions between and MH’s in its cell are terminated. Hence,
fails and before it reno channel is in use inside , after
covers. When fails, its neighbors may still send request, confirm, release, or abort message to . Since the borrower does
not need to receive responses from all its interference neighbors,
cells can still borrow channels which are not ’s primary channels.
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When
recovers from a failure, it needs to reconstruct
and
as follows.
clears
and , and broadcasts
its
cell_recovery to all its interference neighbors. Any cell receiving cell_recovery replies with the channels that it borrowed
reconstructs its . For
from . Based on these replies,
to
if
borrowed channel from
example, adds
.
can use sliding window protocols [21] to guarantee
that every interference neighbor responds to its cell_recovery
message.
3) Communication Link Failures: When there is a communication link failure, the underlying protocol such as the network
layer should route messages through other links. Since the loss
of control messages such as release and abort may significantly
reduce system performance, sliding window protocols should be
used to guarantee that the messages such as abort and release
are not lost. In case of a network partition, a failure recovery procedure is used to recover from the loss of these two messages.
During the recovery, an MSS, say , broadcasts link_recovery
receiving a link_reto all its interference neighbors. A cell
replies all the channels that
borrowed from
covery from
. When
receives these messages, it reconstructs its similar to that in the MSS failure recovery.
Due to communication link failure or network congestion,
messages such as reply, agree, and conditional_agree may arrive at a cell after the cell has terminated the channel acquisition
process. How to deal with these outdated messages has been discussed in Section III-A.
IV. A COMPLETE CHANNEL ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
As explained in early sections, a complete channel allocation algorithm includes a channel acquisition algorithm and a
channel selection algorithm. We have presented a distributed
channel acquisition algorithm in the last section. In this section,
we provide a channel selection algorithm and integrate it into the
channel acquisition algorithm to construct a complete channel
allocation algorithm.
A. The Channel Selection Algorithm
Similar to the geometric strategy [1] and the channel selection
algorithm in the update approach [8], our channel selection algorithm makes use of the optimal resource planning model defined
in Section II, where the primary channels for each cell are prioritized. During a channel acquisition, a cell acquires the available primary channel that has the highest priority. If none of the
primary channels is available, the cell borrows a channel from
its neighbors according to some priority assignment approach.
When a cell acquires a channel, it acquires the channel with the
highest priority; when a cell releases a channel, it releases the
channel with the lowest priority. If a newly available channel
has a higher priority than some used channel, an intra-handoff
is performed, where the used channel is released and the new
available channel is assigned to the session supported by the released channel.
Our algorithm is different from the geometric and the update
approaches when assigning priorities to the secondary channels.
Similar to [23], in our algorithm, a cell borrows the channel that
has the lowest priority from the “richest” interference neighbors;
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i.e., the cell with the most available primary channels. The motivation behind this is to reduce the chance that the lender might
soon use up its primary channels and have to acquire a secondary
channel. In the following, we formally define the channel priority used in our channel selection algorithm.
Let the cells be partitioned into disjoint optimal reuse pat, as defined in Section II. Without loss
terns,
chanof generality, we assume that there are a total of
which are evenly divided
nels numbered
(this assumption is not esinto subsets:
sential and is made only for ease of presentation). Let
,
.
, the “richness” of any
Definition 3: Given a cell
relative to , denoted by
is measured as the
cell in
minimum number of primary channels which are available in
the interference primary cells of :

Based on Definition 3, the priority of a channel
is defined as follows:
cell
if
if

in

(1)

,
,
, and
, e.g.,
,
.
From (1), the primary channels in a cell have the highest priis a significantly large number. For secondary
ority since
channels, a channel from the “richest” cell has the highest priority since is a factor larger than or equal to . If two channels
have the same “richness,” the channel with the higher number
has the higher priority.

where

B. The Complete Channel Allocation Algorithm
Most of the existing DCS strategies [4], [5], [9], [12]–[14],
[18], [22] need up-to-date information to calculate channel priority. This can be easily implemented in centralized algorithms,
since the MSC monitors every release and acquisition of channels, and hence it has the up-to-date information. However, in
a distributed channel allocation algorithm, due to unpredictable
message delay, obtaining the instantaneous global state information is practically impossible. Thus, we can only obtain the
approximately up-to-date information by exchanging messages.
For example, in the update approach [8], a cell sends update
notification messages to its interference neighbors each time it
acquires or releases a channel so that each cell always knows
the available channels of its interference neighbors. In order to
combine the channel selection algorithm with our distributed
channel acquisition algorithm and do not significantly increase
the message overhead, we make some modifications to our algorithm.
To make use of locality, a cell does not return the borrowed
channel immediately after its use. Instead, it keeps the borrowed
channel so that these channels can be used when the borrower
runs out of channel again. Thus, there are two kinds of borrowed
channels in the proposed algorithm: used-borrowed channel
and available-borrowed channel. Used-borrowed channels
are counted as used channels. Available-borrowed channels
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are counted as available channels and can be used again
without contacting interference neighbors. When a cell finds
that its lender’s available channels are less than a threshold
(determined later), it releases the available-borrowed channels
from that lender. It should perform an intrahandoff to release
the used-borrowed channels from that lender if it is possible
(it is not possible when there is no other available channel).
Whenever a communication session in a cell is over, the cell
checks if its available channels are larger than ; if so, it
releases a borrowed channel.
There are two approaches to reduce the update notification
message overhead. In Approach 1, we modify Steps A.1 and
A.2 of our channel acquisition algorithm as follows: when a
cell acquires or releases a primary channel, it notifies all cells
which have borrowed channels from it. As a result, cells keep the
up-to-date information for calculating the channel priority of its
interference neighbors. This approach significantly reduces the
update notification message overhead compared to the update
approach since the number of borrowers is very small compared
to the number of interference neighbors. In Approach 2, a cell
only notifies the cells that have borrowed channels from it when
.
its available channels are less than
The disadvantage of Approach 2 is that the borrower may not
know the up-to-date information. The advantage of Approach
2 is low message overhead and low intrahandoff overhead.
Knowing the up-to-date information is only helpful when
releasing the borrowed channels. Since we want to make use of
locality by keeping borrowed channels, and a borrowed channel
will be released when its lender’s available channels are less
than , it may not be necessary to know the up-to-date information of the lender considering the high message overhead.
Thus, we implemented Approach 2 in our algorithm.
should be as large as possible.
To make use of locality,
However, keeping too many borrowed channels may increase
the failure rate since other interference cells cannot use them.
Certainly, we do not want to make use of locality at the exto be a
penses of increasing failure rate. Thus, we choose
small value. should be as small as possible so that the borrower
can keep the borrowed channel. However, if is too small, the
should be as small as poslender may run out of channel.
sible to reduce the update notification message overhead. However, a larger value can help the borrower get more up-to-date
information. Based on the above considerations and our simulation results, we choose and to be 5% of the number of
primary channels, to be 10% of the number of primary channels. Since this is not the major concern of our paper, we will not
further investigate how to choose the value of these parameters.
Note that our channel acquisition algorithm is independent
of the channel selection algorithm being used. We can use the
same channel selection algorithm as that of the update approach
or any other newly developed channel selection algorithm. Certainly, if we choose the channel selection algorithm used in the
update approach or the search approach, the update notification
message overhead will be avoided. Note that the update notification messages are not required by the channel selection algorithm used in the update approach, but it is necessary for the
channel acquisition algorithm used in the update approach.

Reducing the Overhead of Intrahandoff: In Fig. 1, suppose
cell
has two primary channels and .
is using ,
,
, and
are using . Even though is
while cells
and is available in cells
,
, and
,
available in
. If an intrahandoff is
neither nor can be borrowed by
releases
and uses ,
can borrow
performed, i.e.,
. Thus, when a cell has several available primary channels,
it acquires the highest priority channel and releases the lowest
priority channel. If a newly available primary channel has higher
priority than some used primary channels, an intrahandoff is
performed.
Since intrahandoffs increase system overhead, we use the following approach to reduce the number of intrahandoffs. If an
intrahandoff is between two channels whose channel sequence
numbers are smaller than a threshold , this intrahandoff can be
avoided. According to our channel priority assignment strategy,
a cell uses small sequence number channels and lends high sequence number channels to other cells. For a cell , if both inis more
trahandoff channels have small sequence numbers,
likely to have a large number of available channels, and it has
a low probability for other cells to borrow the intrahandoffed
channels.
In our algorithm, for a cell , the threshold is set to be
. Certainly, a fine grain tuning may further reduce
the number of intrahandoffs, but it may also increase the failure
rate.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of the proposed channel allocation algorithm under two environments: without failures (of
MSS’s or communication links) and with failures. Without considering failures, we study the performance of the proposed
channel allocation algorithm, the search approach [19], the update approach [8], and the geometric strategy [1] using extensive simulations. The performance of each strategy is simulated
under both uniform and nonuniform traffic distributions.
When considering failures, we compare the performance of
two channel allocation algorithms: one is the proposed fault-tolerant channel allocation algorithm, and the other is a nonfaulttolerant channel allocation algorithm which is a trivial modification of the proposed algorithm, where the borrower needs to
consult with all interference neighbors. To avoid deadlocks in
the modified nonfault-tolerant algorithm, a new communication
session request is failed if the borrower cannot get all responses
within a time limit. We do not compare our algorithm with other
algorithms when considering MSS failures or communication
link failures since all known distributed channel allocation algorithms do not provide fault tolerance.
A. Simulation Parameters
The simulated cellular network is a wrapped-around layout
cells. The total number of channels in the system
with
, each cell is assigned
is 396. With
channels. Under normal condition (no network congestion),
the average one-way communication delay between two MSS’s
is 2 ms, which covers the transmission delay, the propagation
delay, and the message processing time.
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR UNIFORM TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR NONUNIFORM TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION

Under uniform traffic distribution (shown in Table I), traffic
in each cell is characterized by the mean arrival time, the mean
service time, and the mean inter-handoff time, all assumed to be
negative exponentially distributed.
Nonuniform traffic distribution is modeled by a two-state
Markov Modulated Possion Process, where a cell can be in one
of two states: hot state or normal state. As shown in Table II,
a cell spends most of its time in the normal state. A cell in
the normal state is characterized by low arrival rate and high
interhandoff rate. On the contrary, a cell in the hot state is
characterized by high arrival rate and low interhandoff rate
to capture more arriving new users and prevailing stationary
users. Each cell can dwell in either state for an exponentially
distributed time independent of one another.
B. Simulation Results (Without Failure)
For each call arrival rate, the mean value of the measured data
is obtained by collecting a large number of samples such that the
confidence interval is reasonably small. In most cases, the 95%
confidence interval for the measured data is less than 10% of the
sample mean.
The performance of the channel allocation algorithm is mea, where
sured by the failure rate [1]
is the blocking rate and
is the dropping rate. The blocking
rate is the percentage of new calls that are blocked due to the
lack of an available channel, and the dropping rate is the percentage of ongoing calls that are dropped during interhandoffs
because of insufficient resources.
1) A Comparison of Failure Rate: The failure rate of our algorithm is compared with the geometric strategy, the search approach, and the update approach. Since the geometric strategy,
the update approach, and our algorithm are all based on the optimal resource planning model, the failure rate in these three
approaches does not have too much difference, with our algorithm slightly outperforming the other two (see Fig. 3). This can
be explained as follows. In our algorithm, a cell only borrows
a channel from the “richest” interference neighbors, which reduces the chance that the lender might soon use up all of its primary channels and have to acquire a secondary channel. In the
update approach, the “richness” is partially considered, while
the “richness” is not considered in the geometric strategy. This

Fig. 3. Comparisons of failure rate.

explains why our algorithm outperforms the update approach
which outperforms the geometric strategy.
Compared to the search approach, our algorithm significantly reduces the failure rate. This is due to the fact that
the search approach is a simple dynamic channel borrowing
approach without considering any channel reuse. Moreover, the
search approach locks the borrowed channel during channel
borrowing, which also reduces channel reuse.
We did not consider the effect of intrahandoff since almost
all advanced channel selection algorithms use intrahandoff to
reduce the failure rate. The geometric strategy, the update approach, and our algorithm all use intrahandoff to achieve better
channel reuse. The search approach does not have intrahandoff,
but its failure rate is significantly higher than the other three.
Note that when a call is blocked, the user may retry. In our simulation, the retry is counted as a call, and we do not differentiate
between a retry and a new call.
2) Message Complexity per Channel Acquisition: As shown
in Fig. 4, the number of messages per channel acquisition in
( is
the update approach [8] is never lower than
the number of interference neighbors), since a cell has to communicate with its interference neighbors whenever it acquires
or releases a channel. In the search approach [19] and the proposed algorithm, a cell only communicates with its interference
neighbors when it needs to borrow a channel. From Fig. 4, the
message complexity of the search approach and the proposed
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Comparisons of message complexity.

algorithm increases from near 0 to about 20 as the channel request load increases. This can be explained by the fact that most
of the call requests can be satisfied by the primary channel acquisition under low channel request load. As channel request
load increases, more cells run out of primary channels and have
to make more secondary channel acquisitions.
As shown in Fig. 4, although including update notification
messages, our algorithm still has lower message complexity
than the search approach under uniform traffic distribution. This
can be explained by the fact that both algorithms have different
secondary channel acquisition percentage. From Fig. 5, we can
see that the search approach has higher secondary channel acquisition rate than our algorithm does, since the search approach
does not consider channel reuse; that is, a cell just randomly borrows a channel from its neighbors. In our algorithm, a cell only
borrows a channel from the “richest” interference neighbors,
which reduces the chance that the lender might soon use up its
primary channels and have to acquire a secondary channel. Also,
keeping the borrowed channels reduces the number of channel
borrowing. Note that acquiring an available-borrowed channel
does not counted as a secondary channel acquisition, since in
this case, the borrower does not need to contact its interference
neighbors.
Under nonuniform traffic distribution, only some cells are in
the hot state, and most of the borrowers are hot cells (cells in the
hot state). In our approach, when a cell finishes using the borrowed channel, it keeps the channel. As a result, free channels

Fig. 5. Percentage of secondary channel acquisition.

are transferred to these hot cells, and new communication sessions in the hot cells can be supported without borrowing channels again. Under uniform traffic distribution, when the traffic
load is high, most cells run out of channel; when the traffic load
is low, most of them have free channels. Thus, the advantage
of keeping channel under uniform traffic distribution is not that
significant compared to that under nonuniform traffic distribution. This explains why our approach has much lower secondary
channel acquisition percentage than other approaches under the
condition of nonuniform traffic distribution compared to uniform traffic distribution.
Under uniform traffic distribution, when the traffic load
becomes very high; e.g., there are 850 call arrivals per hour
per cell, it is more likely that the lenders have less than
available channels, and hence the borrowers cannot keep
the borrowed channel. As a result, the secondary channel
acquisition percentage in our approach increases much faster
compared to other approaches after this point. Certainly, it is
still lower than the secondary channel acquisition percentage
in other approaches.
C. Simulation Results (With Failures)
In this subsection, we compare the performance of the
fault-tolerant and nonfault-tolerant channel allocation algorithms under nonuniform traffic distribution.
1) The Failure Rate Under MSS Failures or Network Partitioning: If an MSS fails, every call requests in that cell fails.
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Fig. 6. Failure rate under MSS or communication link failures.

Even though the failure rate in the failed cell is 100%, other
cells may still have a very low failure rate. To reflect the performance of operational cells, the failure rate is calculated without
considering the failed cells when there are MSS failures. Note
that an MSS failure does not necessary mean that the MSS has
crashed. A failed MSS may still be able to support its MH’s,
but it cannot communicate with other MSS’s, and then it cannot
borrow (lend) channels from (to) other MSS’s.
Fig. 6 compares the failure rate of the fault-tolerant algorithm
and the nonfault-tolerant algorithm under four conditions: no
failure, one MSS failure, three MSS failures, and seven MSS
failures. As shown in Fig. 6, the failure rate of the nonfault-tolerant channel allocation algorithm is significantly higher (about
100 times when there are 400 call arrivals per hour per cell) than
that of the fault-tolerant channel allocation algorithm. This can
be explained by the follows. In the nonfault-tolerant channel allocation algorithm, a cell cannot borrow any channel from its
neighbors if it cannot communicate with any of its interference
neighbors. As a result, a cell can only use its primary channels when it cannot communicate with any of its 30 interference
neighbors, and hence the nonfault-tolerant algorithm has a high
failure rate under MSS failures. However, in the fault-tolerant
channel allocation algorithm, a cell can still borrow channels
even if it cannot communicate with some interference neigh, the number of interbors. For example, with
ference neighbors of a cell is 30, and the number of interference primary neighbors of a cell is 3 or 4. In the best case, a

cell can still borrow channels even though it cannot communicate with as many as
(i.e.,
%)
of its interference neighbors. In the worst case, even though a
(i.e.,
cell cannot communicate with as many as
%) of its interference neighbors, it can still commucells, which includes all
nicate with the remaining
cells (at most 4) of an interference partition subset. If there are
common available channels among cells in this interference partition subset, the cell can borrow these available channels, and
hence, the fault-tolerant algorithm has a low failure rate compared to the nonfault-tolerant algorithm under MSS failures.
From Fig. 6, we can see that the failure rate with MSS failures
is higher than the failure rate without MSS failures in the faulttolerant channel allocation algorithm. This can be explained by
the fact that the failed MSS may have borrowed some channels
and these channels cannot be used by the lenders until the failed
MSS is recovered. (The figure shows the failure rate without
considering recovery.)
The fault-tolerant channel allocation algorithm exhibits
the useful property of graceful degradation, which is highly
desirable in distributed fault-tolerant computing systems. In a
failure-free environment, the algorithm has low failure rate.
As MSS failures occur and increase, the number of available
channels decreases and the failure rate increases.
2) The Failure Rate Under Network Congestion: Network
congestion depends on a large number of parameters, e.g., the
number of arriving messages, the queue length, the service rate,
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by low interhandoff rate. Suppose
is suffering from network
congestion. It is more likely that most of ’s neighbors are still
in the normal state, which has high interhandoff rate. In other
words, there are much more MH’s coming from ’s neighbors
is experiencing network conthan those leaving . Since
gestion, any communication with outside cells has long delay,
which results in high dropping rate. Certainly, it is still much
lower than the dropping rate in the nonfault-tolerant algorithm.
Note that cells in both the fault-tolerant and nonfault-tolerant
algorithms keep the borrowed channels for some time. This reduces the dropping rate when cells are in the hot state, but when
a cell changes from the normal state to the hot state, the dropping rate is still high. Based on this reasoning, if a cell begins
to borrow channels when the number of its available channels is
below some threshold (a system tuning factor) instead of waiting
for running out of channel, the dropping rate of the fault-tolerant
algorithm may be further reduced. If a different model (i.e., network congestion occurs randomly) is used, the dropping rate
of the fault-tolerant channel allocation algorithm will be much
lower since the congested cell may not be in the hot state. However, the dropping rate of the nonfault-tolerant channel allocation algorithm will not change since the borrower needs to communicate with its congested interference neighbors even though
they are in the hot state.

VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 7. Dropping rate under network congestion.

etc. Since an MSS has other functionalities besides handling
channel borrowing, it is very difficult to model a congested network. To simplify the model, we assume that a network congestion only occurs in the hot cells. The network congestion has an
exponentially distributed time with a mean time of 60 s. During
a network congestion, the communication delay increases to
4 ms. The maximum tolerable delay of an interhandoff is much
less than that of a call request. We assume the maximum tolerable delay of an interhandoff is 10 ms.
In the nonfault-tolerant algorithm, the borrower needs to wait
for the reply from every interference neighbor, and it needs more
ms to borrow a channel. Since the waiting time
than
(16 ms) is longer than the maximum interhandoff delay 10 ms,
the handoff requests are dropped during network congestion in
the nonfault-tolerant algorithm. However, in the fault-tolerant
algorithm, a cell can still borrow a channel from other neighbors
which does not suffer from network congestion. In this way, the
ms
ms to borrow a channel.
borrower needs only
This explains the results of Fig. 7, where the fault-tolerant algorithm has lower handoff dropping rate than the nonfault-tolerant
algorithm.
From Fig. 7, we can see that the fault-tolerant channel allocation algorithm under network congestion has much higher call
dropping rate compared to the dropping rate without network
congestion. This can be explained as follows. Network congestion occurs when a cell is in the hot state, which is reflected

Distributed channel allocation algorithms have received
considerable attention because of their high reliability and
scalability. However, previous algorithms cannot tolerate any
communication link failures and node failures. Moreover, these
algorithms have poor performance under network congestion,
which may happen frequently under heavy traffic load.
In this paper, we proposed a fault-tolerant channel acquisition algorithm which tolerates communication link failures and
node failures. In the algorithm, a borrower does not need to receive a response from every interference neighbor. It only needs
to receive a response from each cell in an interference partition subset as long as there is one common available channel
among them. Since the number of cells in an interference partition subset is far less than the number of interference neighbors, our algorithm tolerates network congestion, communication link failures, and node failures. Based on the typical cellular
network model, in the best case, a cell can still borrow channels
even though it cannot communicate with as many as 90% of
its interference neighbors. In the worst case, even though a cell
cannot communicate with as many as 23% of its interference
neighbors, it can still borrow channels. Detailed simulation experiments were carried out in order to evaluate our proposed
methodology. Simulation results showed that our algorithm significantly reduces failure rate under network congestion, communication link failures, and node crashes compared to nonfault-tolerant channel allocation algorithms. Moreover, the proposed fault-tolerant algorithm reduces the message overhead
compared to known distributed channel allocation algorithms,
and outperforms them in terms of failure rate under uniform as
well as nonuniform traffic distribution.
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